Peptide hormones and their receptors are widespread in metazoans, but the knowledge we have of their evolutionary relationships remains unclear. Recently, accumulating genome sequences from many different species have offered the opportunity to reassess the relationships between protostomian and deuterostomian peptidergic systems (PSs). Here we used sequences of all human rhodopsin and secretin-type G protein-coupled receptors as bait to retrieve potential homologs in the genomes of 15 bilaterian species, including nonchordate deuterostomian and lophotrochozoan species. Our phylogenetic analysis of these receptors revealed 29 wellsupported subtrees containing mixed sets of protostomian and deuterostomian sequences. This indicated that many vertebrate and arthropod PSs that were previously thought to be phyla specific are in fact of bilaterian origin. By screening sequence databases for potential peptides, we then reconstructed entire bilaterian peptide families and showed that protostomian and deuterostomian peptides that are ligands of orthologous receptors displayed some similarity at the level of their primary sequence, suggesting an ancient coevolution between peptide and receptor genes. In addition to shedding light on the function of human G protein-coupled receptor PSs, this work presents orthology markers to study ancestral neuron types that were probably present in the last common bilaterian ancestor. neuropeptide evolution | GPCR evolution | bilaterian CNS cell types | bilaterian brain evolution
Peptide hormones and their receptors are widespread in metazoans, but the knowledge we have of their evolutionary relationships remains unclear. Recently, accumulating genome sequences from many different species have offered the opportunity to reassess the relationships between protostomian and deuterostomian peptidergic systems (PSs). Here we used sequences of all human rhodopsin and secretin-type G protein-coupled receptors as bait to retrieve potential homologs in the genomes of 15 bilaterian species, including nonchordate deuterostomian and lophotrochozoan species. Our phylogenetic analysis of these receptors revealed 29 wellsupported subtrees containing mixed sets of protostomian and deuterostomian sequences. This indicated that many vertebrate and arthropod PSs that were previously thought to be phyla specific are in fact of bilaterian origin. By screening sequence databases for potential peptides, we then reconstructed entire bilaterian peptide families and showed that protostomian and deuterostomian peptides that are ligands of orthologous receptors displayed some similarity at the level of their primary sequence, suggesting an ancient coevolution between peptide and receptor genes. In addition to shedding light on the function of human G protein-coupled receptor PSs, this work presents orthology markers to study ancestral neuron types that were probably present in the last common bilaterian ancestor. neuropeptide evolution | GPCR evolution | bilaterian CNS cell types | bilaterian brain evolution I n animals the regulation of complex homeostatic processes and their behavioral output relies on the modulation of neuronal activity in well-defined circuits of the brain. Groups of neurons can influence the activity of other groups of neurons by releasing in the extracellular milieu short peptide hormones, called neuropeptides, which, with few exceptions, notably insulin-like peptides, bind G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) that are expressed at the surface of target cells. GPCRs are seven-pass membrane receptors that can bind to a wide variety of ligands (1) and form the largest family of integral membrane proteins in the human genome (2) . The majority of GPCRs that are activated by peptide ligands are thought to be evolutionarily related and belong to the rhodopsin β and γ classes of rhodopsin (r) GPCRs, or to the secretin (s) family of GPCRs (3) . Peptides are short (<40 amino acids) secreted polypeptides derived from larger precursor proteins that are encoded by the genome and processed by specialized enzymes (4) . They share defining features at the level of their primary sequence, including the presence of signal peptides at their N terminus, of canonical dibasic processing sites that are recognized by prohormone convertase cleaving enzymes (5) , and of a C-terminal glycine that is the target of amidation enzymes (6) .
Research on peptide hormones has a long history (7, 8) , and during the last decades a substantial number of peptide-receptors systems, or peptidergic systems (PSs), have been characterized by reverse pharmacology methods in both insects (9) and mammals (10) . In parallel, the first genome sequencing projects have enhanced our knowledge of PS diversity in protostomian species, notably in the fly Drosophila melanogaster (11), the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (12) , and the mosquito Anopheles gambiae (13) . In these species, original genome-wide searches have revealed the existence of a large number of GPCRs that resembled vertebrate GPCRs (11) , but comparatively few vertebrate-type peptides (11, 12, 14) .
Before the genomic era, some researchers had postulated a deep orthology between PSs from distant animals on the basis of peptide primary sequence similarity (15) , functional analogies (16) , and immunoreactivity of invertebrate tissues to mammalian hormone antibodies (17) , but the idea that it could be a general feature of PSs remained controversial. Now, with the accumulation of molecular sequence data and the characterization of a growing number of PSs from insects and mammals, the concept of a bona fide orthology between protostome and deuterostome PSs has garnered new support (18, 19) . Recently, Schoofs and coworkers have added new weight to this theory by showing that some arthropod-type PSs [adipokinetic hormone (AKH), pyrokinin (PK), and sulfakinin (SK)] occurring in C. elegans were orthologous to vertebrate PSs [gonadoliberin (GnRH), neuromedin U (NMU), and cholecystokinin (CCK)] (20) (21) (22) .
In an effort to clarify the relationships between protostomian and deuterostomian PSs, we set out to reconstruct the full evolutionary history of bilaterian peptide and receptor genes. We used data from publicly available genomes from Ensembl (23) , the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) (24) , the Ghost database (25) , and the Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), including data from key lophotrochozoan and ambulacrarian phyla that are thought to have retained ancestral features of the bilaterian brain (26) (27) (28) . We performed phylogenetic reconstructions (29, 30) and used a hidden Markov model (HMM)-based program, which predicts precursor hormone sequences (31) .
Our analysis suggests that 29 PSs were present in the last common ancestor of bilaterians (the urbilaterian) and that, in the Significance Peptides and their specific receptors form molecular peptidergic systems (PSs) that are essential components of neuronal communication in the animal brain. Many PSs have been characterized in insects and mammals but their precise evolutionary relationship is not fully understood. We interrogated genomic sequence databases and used phylogenetic reconstruction tools to show that a large fraction of human PSs were already present in the last common ancestor of flies, mollusks, urchins, and mammals. Our analysis provides a comprehensive view of animal PSs that will pave the way for comparative studies leading to a better understanding of animal physiology and behavior.
general case, peptide and receptor genes coevolved in the different lineages leading to present-day bilaterians. We present a comprehensive list of PSs that are common to bilaterian species, so that these orthology markers can be used to reveal the origin and function of ancient peptidergic cell types and circuits. All sequences, phylogenetic trees, and annotations derived from these analyses can be found at http://neuroevo.org.
Results
Phylogenetic Analysis of Bilaterian Receptors Reveals Ancestral Receptors. By following the strategy described in Fig. 1A (Methods) we were able to retrieve a set of 592 bilaterian β rGPCRs, 166 bilaterian γ rGPCRs, and 115 sGPCRs. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis with SH-like likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) as branch support values (Methods) applied to β rGPCRs (respectively γ rGPCRs and sGPCRs) revealed, to our surprise, 22 (respectively 2 and 5) well-supported subtrees, denoted Anc BILAT , that contained a diversified set of deuterostome and protostome GPCRs, suggesting that the receptors forming these subtrees evolved from distinct ancestral bilaterian receptors (Fig. 2) .
To test whether these associations of protostomian and deuterostomian peptidergic GPCRs were statistically robust we performed complementary computations including nonparametric bootstrapping and Bayesian phylogenetic analyses (Methods). We saw general agreement between the topology of maximum likelihood and Bayesian trees, and between SH-like LRT P values (Pval SH ) and Bayesian posterior probabilities (PP Bayes ) supporting Anc BILAT . However, bootstrap values (btsp ML ) generally gave weaker support, as did the other two branch support values (BSVs), and in some cases they did not give firm support for Anc BILAT .
Conserved introns have been shown to be reliable markers of evolutionary homology (32) in eukaryotes. To consolidate our hypotheses, we asked whether receptors forming each Anc BILAT shared introns at identical position and phase relative to our protein alignments. Our analysis of the intronic structure of human, lophotrochozoan, ambulacrarian, and arthropod genes forming members of Anc BILAT suggest that gene members of several bilaterian subtrees including neuropeptide S (NPS)-R/crustacean cardioactive peptide (CCAP)-R, neuropeptide FF (NPFF)-R/ SIF-amide (SIFa)-R, ecdysis-triggering hormone (ETH)-R, CCK-R/SK-R, GnRH-R/AKH-R, tachykinin-R (TKR), orexin (Ox)-R/ allatotropin (AT)-R, vasopressin (AVP)-R, and leucokinin (LK)-R share orthologous introns (Fig. 3) and are likely to have evolved from a common ancestral bilaterian receptor gene. In all abbreviations of protein names the suffix R stands for receptor. Note that because all of these receptors are members of a family, we chose to use the name of one of the members to designate the group of closely related receptors [e.g., "arginine-vasopressin receptor" (AVPR) was used to denominate both vasopressin and oxytocin receptors].
Ligands from Orthologous Receptors Are Orthologous Peptides. We next used our receptor orthology hypotheses as a guide to derive orthology hypotheses for peptides and reconstruct bilaterian, protostomian, deuterostomian, and chordate alignments of homologous peptides (Dataset S1). For that we first screened public databases for the presence of putative peptide precursor sequences using an HMM-based program (Methods and Fig. 1B ). For each species we screened the top 500 candidate sequences for degenerate motifs specifically found in peptide families that were known ligands for receptors in Anc BILAT . For instance, we looked for the motif QxG[KR]R just C-terminal to the signal peptide of candidate precursor sequences to find GnRH and adipokinetic hormone (AKH)-like sequences (Fig. 4) . For eight families of bilaterian peptides, namely AVP, neuropeptide Y (NPY)/neuropeptide F (NPF), tachykinin (TK), GnRH/AKH, CCK/SK, neuromedin U (NMU)/PK, corticoliberin (CRH), and calcitonin (Calc), we could detect similarity at the level of the primary sequence between protostomian and deuterostomian peptides and reconstruct the entire bilaterian families (Fig. 4 and Dataset S1), including most members of these peptide groups in lophotrochozoan and ambulacrarian species for which comparatively little biochemical characterization of PSs has been made. For the other peptide families, obvious primary sequence similarity was restricted to protostomes [CCAP, CCH-amide peptide (CCHa), allatostatin A, luqin, ETH, allatostatin B, proctolin, and pigment-dispersing factor (PDF)], deuterostomes [NPS and thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH)], or chordates [NPFF, endothelin, gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP), galanin, kisspeptin (Kiss1), pyroglutamylated RF-amide peptide (QRFP), parathyroid hormone (PTH), and glucagon + pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP)] (see Fig. 6D and Dataset S1). In most cases peptides that were ligands to orthologous receptors showed similarity in their primary sequence, suggesting systematic coevolution between peptides and receptors.
To verify that the similarity we observed in single-family alignments was likely to reflect real homology we constructed a neighbor-joining tree using all characterized and predicted bilaterian peptides from each of the three groups (β and γ rhodopsin and secretin-like peptides) using a nonstandard distance adapted for measuring short-peptide similarity (Methods). This unbiased procedure was able to group together entire families of peptides (Fig. S1 ) that we previously had recognized as homologous (Fig.  4) , either through our literature search or by visual inspection of alignments, indicating that this method can accurately recover distant peptide homology and suggesting a true common evolutionary origin for these bilaterian peptide genes.
Conserved Domains in Peptide Precursor Genes Inform Us of Their
Origin. In a few interesting cases where it was not possible to deduce homology on the basis of the peptide sequence, we noted the existence of conserved domains outside of the peptide region. Such a conserved cryptic domain was found in all protostomian allatotropin (p-AT) and a Saccoglossus Ox-like precursor Fig. 1 . Phylogenomics pipeline for the study of PS evolution. A standard phylogenomics strategy was used to derive sets of potential peptide GPCRs (receptor search, A) for all of the species considered (Methods). The final three phylogenetic trees of bilaterian rhodopsin GPCRs (β and γ rGPCRs and sGPCRs) were used to derive potential ancestral PSs. Then, to isolate potential peptide precursor sequences (peptide search, B) a noncanonical strategy was used, which involved the use of an HMM designed to find candidate peptide precursors in each of the bilaterian species and the construction of peptide phylogenetic trees using the neighbor-joining method and a normalized kernel-based distance (Methods).
sequences, suggesting that Ox and AT precursor genes are orthologous, just as their receptors are. This observation supports an evolutionary model whereby Ox and AT precursors are orthologous and this cryptic domain was lost in chordates and retained in other extant phyla (Fig. 5) .
In another case, we saw sequence similarity within deuterostomian neuropeptide S (d-NPS) peptide candidates and within protostomian CCAP (p-CCAP) (Dataset S1), but only little (FxN motif) between NPS and CCAP peptides, although their receptors were clearly found to be orthologous to one another. However, as already noted in ref. 33 , neurophysin, a vasopressinassociated peptide, is present at the C terminus of amphioxus, acorn worm, and urchin NPS-like precursor sequences, suggesting that the d-NPS gene family is evolutionarily related to the AVP gene family and that the ancestral NPS/CCAP precursor contained a neurophysin carrier domain (Fig. S2A ). This is in line with both our receptor analysis, which shows an association between bilaterian AVPR and NPSR (Pval SH = 0.88), and the neighboring tandem position of AVP and NPS in the amphioxus genome (Fig. S2B) .
In several other instances including for luqin/Arginine-Tyrosineamides (RYa), SIFa, AKH, and proctolin, alignments of precursor sequences revealed domains of unknown function C-terminal to the peptide domain that were conserved across protostomes (Dataset S1). In vertebrates, a domain common to gastrointestinal peptides ghrelin and motilin, corresponding to obestatin and motilinassociated peptides, mirrors the tight evolutionary relationship between these two vertebrate receptors ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S1 ).
Establishing the List of Putative Ancestral PSs. Owing to their greater statistical robustness, we chose to take the conclusions from our receptor phylogenetic analysis to derive the set of probable ancestral bilaterian PSs (PS bilat ). Our initial criteria for including a PS in our final list (Fig. 6 ) was that that both maximum likelihood and Bayesian analyses supported this ancestrality and that at least one of the BSVs defining the receptor subtree-Pval SH , PP Bayes , or btsp ML -was over 0.95. In 12 cases [TK, GnRH/AKH, NPS/CCAP, calcitonin/diuretic hormone 31 (DH31), TRH, Kiss1, PTH + glucagon + PACAP, leucokinin, ETH, human orphan GPCR 19 (GPR19), and unch-3 and -4] the receptor subtrees received almost maximal statistical support by all three BSVs. In other cases where statistical support of subtrees was weaker, a specific conserved intron (AVP, CCK/SK, NMU/PK/Capability Ox/AT) ( Fig. 3 ) and/or clear similarity of bilaterian peptides (AVP, CCK/SK, NPY/NPF, and CRH) ( Fig. 4 and Fig. S1 ) convinced us that they had evolved from ancestral bilaterian PSs. We also found six well-supported ancestral bilaterian subtrees that lacked ecdysozoan or vertebrate members and contained no characterized receptors (Fig. 6 ). For each PS bilat we reported on the left (right) side of the table its deuterostome (protostome) denomination ( Fig. 6A ), whenever it was known. When it had not been characterized in any of the species from a given group, we indicated it as such. For each of the PSs we reported the presence and absence of receptor and peptide genes in the different phyla and noted in panels ( Fig. 6 B-D ) the different lines of evidence that were used to establish the ancestrality of the PS. For PSs for which both deuterostomian and protostomian characterization was available (first 13 PSs from Fig. 6 ) the presence/absence of receptors in a given taxonomic group correlated well with that of peptides (ρ = 92/104 = 0.88). For every characterized insect PS we could successfully find all other expected orthologous protostomian peptides (PSs 1-13 and 18-22, all squares are full in the protostomian half, Fig. 6 ).
Description of Ancestral Bilaterian PSs. Eight conserved ancestral bilaterian PS (families 1-8). We found that eight PSs, vasopressin, NPY/ NPF, tachykinin, GnRH/AKH, cholecystokinin/sulfakinin, neuromedin U/pyrokinin, CRH/diuretic hormone 44 (DH44), and Calc/ DH31, for which we have the strongest conservation of peptides across bilaterians (Dataset S1) and a clear coevolution of peptides and receptors (Fig. S3) , are present in all of the major phylogenetic groups we have looked at: chordates, ambulacrarians, lophotrochozoans, and ecdysozoans (systems 1-8, Fig. 6A ). This likely reflects their importance in the biology of all bilaterian animals, as demonstrated by the number of studies devoted to their function in insects and mammals.
Five associations between protostomian and deuterostomian PSs (families 9-13). We inferred five unique associations between deuterostomian and protostomian PSs that had been discovered and studied independently in mammals and insects. Two of them, d-Ox/p-AT and d-NPS/p-CCAP, are supported by high Pval SH (1.0, 0.99), PP Bayes (1.0, 1.0), and btsp ML (0.87, 0.96) values in receptor trees (Fig. 6B ) and conserved and specific position and phase of at least one intron (Fig. 6C) . In both cases we have no clear similarity at the level of the primary peptide sequence; however, we noted the presence of a conserved domain of unknown function in p-ATs and Ox-like-containing precursor sequence of the acorn worm ( Fig. 6 and Fig. S1 ) that provided the link between the two gene families. The third association we put forward is between deuterostomian NPFF (d-NPFF) and protostomian SIF-amide (p-SIFa) systems. In this case we have solid support from Pval SH (0.99) and PP Bayes (1.0), but poor btsp ML (0.29). However, we found that both d-NPFFR and p-SIFaR genes share a phase-2 intron at position 65 in the protein alignment that is only present in these genes, strongly suggesting a common evolutionary origin for these two systems. On the peptide side, chordate NPFF and p-SIFa only share a common phenylalanine at their C terminus, and that similarity was not sufficient to group them together in our phylogenetic study. The fourth association is between vertebrate gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) and endothelin and protostomian CCHa systems. This association is supported by high Pval SH (0.93) and PP Bayes (1.0) values but low btsp ML (0.5) in the receptor phylogenetic analysis. GRP, endothelin and CCHa peptides are all encoded at the N-terminal part of their precursor but exhibit no obvious similarity among them. However, we could reconstruct the full protostomian CCHa peptide precursor family, and we could find a GRP-like peptide in Branchiostoma (Dataset S1). Finally, the association between d-galanin (Gal)R and p-allatostatin A (AstA)R is supported by high Pval SH (0.93) and PP Bayes (0.93), but not by bootstrap values. A Gal-like peptide was found in the genome of Ciona, where it is encoded, like vertebrate Gals, right after the signal peptide (Dataset S1), but no good Gal candidate was found in ambulacrarian genomes. We could see a clear similarity between protostomian AstA peptides (Dataset S1) but could not bring out a clear motif in alignments of p-AstA and d-Gal. Nine partially characterized bilaterian systems (families [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . On the basis of our receptor analysis ( Figs. 2A and 3) we posit the existence of nine PS bilat that have only been characterized in either a deuterostome (TRH, Kiss1, QRFP, and PTH + glucagon + PACAP) or a protostome [ETH, LK, allatostatin B (AstB) + proctolin, RYa/luqin, and PDF]. The receptor subtree is well supported by all three BSVs (Fig. 6B) and TRHRs are present in ambulacrarians, lophotrochozoans, and nematodes. We were able to find TRH-like peptides (Dataset S1) in the amphioxus and urchin gene sets, suggesting that they were present in ancestral deuterostomes. However, no TRH-like ligand could be found in nematodes and lophotrochozoans, where TRHRs are present. Kiss1 receptors are present in vertebrates, Branchiostoma, ambulacrarians, and lophotrochozoans and were lost in lineages leading to tunicates and ecdysozoans. We found four Kiss1 peptide genes in Branchiostoma (Dataset S1), mirroring the large expansion of Branchiostoma Kiss1 receptors observed in the rhodopsin γ tree (Fig. 2B) , indicative of a codiversification of Kiss1 peptide and receptor genes in the Branchiostoma genome. However, we could not find any Kiss1-like genes in ambulacrarian and lophotrochozoan genomes (Fig. 6A) , where Kiss1 peptides are expected to occur, based on our analysis on receptors. The bilaterian ancestrality of QRFP receptors is supported by good LRT (Pval SH = 0.98) and Bayesian (btsp ML = 1) values but not by bootstrap values (btsp ML < 0.5). The QRFPR subtree contains deuterostomian and lophotrochozoan receptors; three QRFP peptide genes were found in the genome of Branchiostoma (Dataset S1), but no clear orthologs could be detected in ambulacrarians or lophotrochozoans. The fourth deuterostomian system with no known protostomian homolog is the PTH + glucagon + PACAP system. This notation designate the ancestral bilaterian system that in vertebrates diversified into several systems, including the parathyroid hormone, glucagon-like, and pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating peptide systems. The PTH + glucagon + PACAP bilaterian receptor subtree is highly supported by all three BSVs (1, 1, 1) . No known peptide homolog is known outside vertebrates, yet we found glucagon-like and PTH-like peptide genes in Branchiostoma and Ciona (Dataset S1); however, we did not find obvious peptide candidates from that family in ambulacrarians or lophotrochozoans.
Likewise, the existence of ancestral bilaterian LK and ETH receptors is well supported by all three BSVs and by our intron conservation analysis (Fig. 6 B and C) . ETHR and LKR occur in ambulacrarians and ETHR is found in ambulacrarians and Branchiostoma; however, both of these PSs have been lost in the lineage leading to vertebrates, which likely explains their lack of characterization in deuterostomes. The bilaterian RYa/Lq receptor subtree is strongly supported by Bayesian BSV (0.98) but only weakly by LRT (0.59) and bootstrap values (<0.5). When we aligned the arthropod RYa and lophotrochozoan Lq peptide precursors we saw that peptides were all encoded right after the signal peptide and that an uncharacterized domain containing two cysteines was present in all of the peptide precursors, further confirming the orthology between these two protostomian PSs. In the β-RhodR tree we noted one well-supported subtree (Pval SH = 1, PP Bayes = 1, btsp ML = 0.83) containing two human orphan receptors (GPR139/142) and two groups of characterized protostomian receptors, proctolin-R and AstBR. We could reconstruct the entire family of peptide precursors of proctolin and AstB peptides but could not find orthologs of these peptides in human or in the amphioxus that could be potential novel ligands for GPR139 or GPR142. We found PDF receptors in protostomes and ambulacrarians (with all three BSVs >0.95) and PDF peptides in all protostomian genomes that we have screened; a PDF-like candidate peptide was even found in the acorn worm, further strengthening the case for the bilaterian ancestrality of this PS. Uncharacterized receptors (families [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . We have also included in our analysis human orphan receptors that are expected to be peptide receptors. We found that three human orphan receptors, GPR83, GPR19, and GPR150, showed up in distinct wellsupported bilaterian subtrees (Fig. 1A) and that all three were probably lost in a linage leading to insects and nematodes (Fig.  6A ). In addition, we found a group of four well-supported subtrees containing bilaterian receptors that did not belong to genomes from common animal models such as the fly, worm, and human and that lacked a characterization in other species (Fig. 2A, in gray) . Two of them seem to be members of known families; unchar-3 is related to AVP + NPS + GnRH ( Fig. 2A) and unchar-4 to PDF receptors (Fig. 2C) . The hypothetical ancestral Ox/AT bilaterian precursor is composed of an N-terminal signal peptide (blue box), an Ox or AT peptide, represented by the two logo motifs just C-terminal to the signal peptide, and a C-terminal domain of unknown function that is found in most protostomes and in a deuterotostome, the acorn worm. However, we cannot conclude whether this precursor was more closely related to the extant deuterostome Ox neuropeptides bearing prototypic cysteine patterns or to the extant protostomian AT neuropeptides. (B) Probable scenario describing Ox/AT precursor evolution. Even though Oxs (red half-circle) and ATs (yellow half-circle) display no obvious similarity, their receptors are orthologous to each other and the last common ancestor of bilaterians possessed a C-terminal domain (orange triangle) that was retained in present-day ambulacrarians and protostomes and was lost in the lineage leading to chordates.
Large-scale coevolution between peptides and receptors. To test the hypothesis of coevolution between known peptides and their receptors, we made a plot in which x was the phylogenetic distance between any two characterized receptors and y the phylogenetic distance between their corresponding peptides (Fig.  S3 ). We found a statistically significant correlation (P = 3.1e-11) between these two distances, indicating that there is coevolution of peptides with their receptors, in the general case. Furthermore, we noted that each time we saw large species or phylumspecific expansions in receptors, including for vertebrate opioid, tunicate GnRH, Lottia AT, nematode sNPF, and allatostatin C and Branchiostoma NPFF, QRFP, and Kiss1 receptors (Fig. 2) , we also had multiple related peptide precursors (Dataset S1), suggesting that expansions of receptor and corresponding peptide genes often happen in conjunction with each other. Finally, peptide position within the precursor is often conserved across bilaterians for a given PS family; it is often just after the signal peptide (AVP, GnRH/AKH, or NPY/F), or near the C terminus of the precursor (CCK/SK and Calc/DH44). This observation excludes models whereby a ligand encoded from an unrelated peptide precursor gene would have outcompeted, for a given receptor, the existing ligand. Losses of PSs in the different taxons. A benefit of our comprehensive approach is that we could make deductions about losses of the ancestral bilaterian PSs in the different groups of species. When we lacked both receptors and peptides (empty squares in Fig.  6A ) in a protostomian lineage where we normally would have expected to find them, we could reasonably claim that it was lost in this lineage. This was notably the case for NPS in teleosts, NMU, NPY, NPS, NPFF, (endothelin + GRP), TRH, Kiss1, and 220 (2) 51 (2) 248 (0) 149 (1) 198 (2) 71 (2) receptors 217 (1) 78 (2) 65 (2 A bottom-right half-square indicates the presence of the receptor in a group. A receptor was considered to be present in a given group of animals when it was positioned inside a well-supported subtree (branch support value >0.95) including at least one characterized receptor. A full square denotes the presence of both peptides and receptors from a given PS. A green full square indicates that, for at least one member of that group, binding between a peptide and its receptor was biochemically demonstrated. For both peptides and receptors, the presence in a phylogenetic group implied most of the time the presence of at least two members of that group clustered together in the peptidergic system-specific subtree. The plus symbol refers to the last common ancestor of the given systems and a slash indicates the different names that were given to orthologous systems in distinct species. (B) Branch support values for each of the subclasses of peptide receptors are represented as solid circles of area scaled according to the three statistical test values: likelihood ratio test (PVal SH ) and bootstrap (btsp ML ) values for maximum likelihood trees and posterior probability values (PP Bayes ) for the Bayesian reconstruction trees. (C) For each bilaterian PS, we wrote down the positions (relative to the global alignment of rhodopsin β receptors) and phases of introns that were conserved in, and specific to, that PS (Fig. 3) . (D) For each peptide family we reported the largest phylogenetic group level (A, arthropods; B, bilaterians; C, chordates; D, deuterostomes; P, protostomes) for which peptide or precursor similarity could be detected in alignments (see also Dataset S1). An asterisk after the letter indicates the presence of a conserved domain outside of the peptide region that was used to establish our orthology hypotheses. Notable phyla-specific losses, expansions, and appearances of known PS: (1) AVP was lost in Drosophila. QRFP in Ciona, CCK in Branchiostoma, Kiss1 and QRFP in arthropods, LK in Daphnia, AVP and AT in Drosophila, and DH31, AT, CCAP, CCHa, and ETH in nematodes. Taxon-specific systems. We went one step further in the analysis and tried to define which systems were likely to be taxon-specific. Prolactin-releasing hormone (PrlH)R ( Fig. 2A) , urotensin, and melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) (Fig. 2B ) are likely to be deuterostomian-specific, and sNPF and allatostatins C (AstC) are likely to be protostomian ( Fig. 2A) . Furthermore, our receptor analysis indicates a chordate origin for somatostatin (SMS), endothelin, GRP, and ghrelin/motilin ( Fig. 2A) , and we could find SMS and GRP-like peptides in the amphioxus (Dataset S1). Our peptide analysis revealed significant similarity between SMS and AstC (Dataset S1), suggesting that these two systems are orthologous.
Of the remaining well-studied systems, according to our receptor analysis, the opioid and neuropeptide B/W systems, as well as neurotensin, seem to have emerged and diversified in vertebrates ( Fig. 2A) . However, we found opioid-like precursor genes and neurotensin-like genes in Ciona (Dataset S1), suggesting that these systems could have emerged in an ancient chordate lineage.
Discussion
We have annotated the rhodopsin-type GPCRs and their associated peptides in several bilaterians. In the process we discovered that a greater number of vertebrate PSs than expected was conserved in bilaterian species including Capitella, an annelid, and Saccoglossus, a hemichordate. With our phylogenetic analyses we provide a complete annotation of both vertebrate-type and arthropod-type GPCRs and peptides in these animals. Out of the 13 ancestral bilaterian PSs that have been characterized to date in both deuterostomes and protostomes, 8 exhibited a clear resemblance in their peptide sequences (families 1-8). Among these eight peptide families, AVP, TK, CCK/ SK, NPY/NPF, CRH, and Calc have been hypothesized before to be of bilaterian origin (11, 18, 34, 35) , and data supporting a deep orthology between deuterostomian GnRH (NMU) and protostomian AKH (PK) PSs have been recently presented (20, 21) . For the other five protostomian-deuterostomian associations, Ox/ AT, NPS/CCAP, NPFF/SIFa, (endothelin + GRP)/CCHa and Gal/ AstA, we found no obvious similarity between the peptides, and orthology hypotheses had previously been restricted to receptors (11, 36, 37) . However, we found one domain that was common to protostomian AT and Saccoglossus Ox-like precursors; this observation provided the missing evolutionary link between the two gene families and illustrates the importance of including underrepresented phyla from ambulacraria and lophotrochozoa for studying the origin of bilaterian genes. We also found nine ancestral bilaterian PSs (Fig. 6 , families 14-22) that had only been characterized in either deuterostomes or protostomes, which we propose to be of bilaterian origin. Among these nine bilaterian PSs, four vertebrate-type receptors, TRHR, Kiss1R, QRFPR, and (PTH + glucagon + PACAP)-R, have orthologous counterparts in lophotrochozoans, but only one is present in insects (PTH + glucagon + PACAP) and only one in nematodes (TRHR), and none is present in the genome of the best-studied animal model, Drosophila, which may explain why these have been overlooked as ancestral systems. Likewise, the five arthropod-type receptors, LK-R, ETH-R, luqin-R, (AstB + proctolin)-R, and PDF-R, all have orthologous sequences in ambulacrarian or amphioxus genomes, but only one of these has orthologs in vertebrate genomes, and these are still orphan receptors (GPR139 and GPR142). This again highlights that lophotrochozoans and ambulacrarians were necessary for this study; without them it would not have been possible to conclude that any of the Kiss1, QRFP, LK, luqin, or PDF systems were already present in the urbilaterian.
Our analysis led us to define four ancestral bilaterian groups (Fig. 6, families 21 and 23-25 ) that contain uncharacterized human receptors. The analysis of the trees gives us clues about where to look for their unknown ligands. In one instance (GPR139 and GPR142, family 21), orthologs have already been characterized (AstBR and proctolin-R) in protostomes. Given their position in the global rhodopsin tree we speculate that GPR39 is a neurotensin-like receptor, that the ligand of GPR150 is evolutionarily related to vasopressin, and that GPR83 is likely to be an RF-amide receptor, because it is present in a cluster with several others (PrlhR, NPYR, and luqin).
In one case, our peptide and receptor analysis gave irreconcilable results. Prokineticin (Prok) is a vertebrate cysteine-rich ligand that is known to occur in protostomes as astakine; in contrast, we found strong statistical support indicating that Prok receptors are restricted to deuterostomes (Fig. 2A) . In most other cases, discrepancies between peptide and receptor data could be explained by the difficulty in finding peptide genes when no member from a related species is known. We predict that several peptides remain to be discovered in ambulacrarians and lophotrochozoans, including tachykinin, NPFF, galanin, Kiss1, QRFP, (PTH + glucagon + PACAP), LK, ETH, and RYa in ambulacrarians, and TRH, Kiss1, QRFP, and (PTH + glucagon + PACAP) in lophotrochozoans (Fig. 6) . This study provides a rational framework for their search. Future expressed sequence tag (EST) sequencing projects using neural tissue from these animals should help to fill these knowledge gaps.
Comparison with Previous Studies. Similar efforts to systematically annotate GPCRs and/or their neuropeptide ligands in nonvertebrate animals and relate them to known vertebrate or arthropod-type PS receptors have been confined to chordates (38, 39) or insects (9, 40, 41) . In one important study (42) , researchers used HMMs to annotate eukaryotic GPCRs and place them into one of the GRAFS (Glutamate, Rhodopsin, Adhesion, Frizzled, Secretin) classes. However, this classification strategy did not provide the level of detail necessary to specify the PS subclass to which neuropeptide receptors belong.
Another seminal study describing Drosophila peptides GPCRs and their ligand genes (11) was among the first to use whole genome data to demonstrate a large-scale orthology between receptor systems of insects and mammals. In their analysis, Hewes and Taghert propose phylogenetic relationships between human, C. elegans, and Drosophila peptide receptors, most of which were unannotated at that time. They used the neighbor-joining method to produces evolutionary trees of topology comparable with ours and identified 15 associations between vertebrate and ecdysozoan groups of receptors, corresponding to our PSs 1-9 and 11-13. However, the fact that some receptors are absent from the genome of Drosophila, including those of Ox, AVP, TRH, and Kiss1, hindered the correct interpretation of these proto/deuterostomian PS relationships. Also the limited set of genomes that were investigated did not allow for a thorough picture of bilaterian PS diversity to emerge. Our work now complements this study and identifies bilaterian PSs 10 (NPS/CCAP), 14-17 (TRH, Kiss1, QRFP, PTH + glucagon) that are absent in Drosophila and bilaterian PSs 18-22 (LK, ETH, NepYR/luqin, AstB + proctolin, and PDF) that needed the inclusion of human orphan receptors and/or deuterostomian nonvertebrate sequences to be revealed.
In a third study (33) the author suggests a link between NPS peptide genes in human and in ambulacrarian, by making the observation that some peptide precursor genes in the urchin, acorn worm, and amphioxus genomes code for a C-terminal neurophysin domain and that the amphioxus peptide displays a high similarity to mammalian NPS. However, our interpretation differs in two aspects. First, the author suggested, based on the evidence that deuterostomian NPS-like peptides show no similarity with vasopressin, that neurophysin became associated with NPS peptides in a deuterostomian ancestor, whereas we favor an explanation whereby neurophysin was already associated with an ancestral NPS + AVP peptide before duplication of the two systems. This hypothesis is founded on our receptor analysis showing a close evolutionary relationship between the bilaterian NPS and AVP systems, and the tandem position of AVP and NPS in the amphioxus genome (Dataset S1). Second, the assumption that deuterostomian NPS-like peptides may be orthologous to SIFa based on a shared motif (NG) contrasts with our hypothesis of an NPS/CCAP and NPFF/SIFa orthology, which rests on our receptor analysis. These differences in interpretation can be explained by the emphasis we put on our receptor analysis to guide our peptide orthology hypotheses.
Annotations of Peptides. PSs 14-17 deserve special attention, because their peptides are not known outside vertebrates, and although we did not find convincing peptide candidates in protostomes, we found TRH, Kiss1, QRFP, PTH, and glucagon-like peptides in the amphioxus genome (Dataset S1). It will be particularly interesting in the future to study the function of these genes in the amphioxus and lophotrochozoan species to learn more about the conserved features of these vertebrate PSs. Recently, several PSs have been characterized in the nematode, including vasopressin (43, 44) . We give predictions for C. elegans peptides that had not been characterized to date, which include TK, DH31/Calc, SIFa, LK, luqin, and AstA, B, and C (Dataset S1).
Most ecdysozoan and vertebrate PSs have been already characterized, but we have only limited knowledge of ambulacrarian and lophotrochozoan PSs. Our study provides reliable annotations for neuropeptides and their GPCR receptors in an echinoderm, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, a hemichordate, Saccoglossus kowalevskii, a mollusk, Lottia gigantea, and an annelid, Capitella teleta. The TRH system has been well-characterized in mammals and has not been characterized outside vertebrates, although a TRH-like peptide has recently been found in the urchin genome (45) . The two lophotrochozoan genomes of L. gigantea and C. teleta have recently been probed in silico for the presence of arthropod-type peptides, yielding a surprisingly large number of candidates (46, 47) . Here we confirm these findings and extend the searches to include crustacean and nematode peptides; and in all cases when a protostome peptide was found as part of a bilaterian-conserved system (Fig. 6, families 1-13 and 18-22) , full protostomian alignments of peptides or their precursors could be built, including for CCAP, AT, SIFa, CCHa, LK, ETH, AstA, AstB, and luqin (Dataset S1). It proved more difficult to do so for deuterostomian peptides, owing to the larger evolutionary gap between chordate and ambulacrarian species. In most cases it was nonetheless possible to extend our peptide orthology characterization to chordates (Fig. 6) , including for six peptide families that had not been described outside vertebrates (NPFF, QRFP, Ox, GRP/bombesin, Kiss1, glucagon, and PTH). For the best characterized bilaterian families (Fig. 6, families 1-13) , most ambulacrarian peptides were found, including AVP, GnRH, CCK, NPY, CRH, Calc, Ox, and NPS peptides.
Coevolution. GPCRs binding to the same monoamine neurotransmitters can be found in different regions of the rhodopsin phylogenetic tree (48) and peptides with recognizable motifs, such as RF-amides (e.g., NPY and Kiss1), bind receptors that are phylogenetically distant, suggesting that novel ligands may outcompete existing ones for a given receptor. A recent study (49) showed that a dendrogram constructed on human rhodopsin α receptors using a similarity measure on their ligands, showed significant differences with the traditional phylogenetic tree built on receptor sequences, going against the notion of a coevolution between receptors and their ligands. However, recently GnRH/ AKH, CCK/SK, and NMU/PK peptides and receptors have been recognized as having coevolved in lineages leading to human, nematodes, and arthropods (50) . Our analysis brings weight to this latter theory because we confirm the widespread presence of these PSs in all five major phylogenetic groups that we have scrutinized, and extend the hypothesis of coevolution of these systems to bilaterians (Fig. S3) .
Ancestral Bilaterian Neuronal Types and Neuronal Circuits. Behavioral processes rely in part on controlled brain expression of peptides and receptors in distinct groups of neurons. The existence of orthologous PSs poses the question of how conserved this wiring is in evolution and how conserved the functions of the different PSs are. Previous studies have shown that molecular markers defining ancestral RF-amide and vasopressin-like expressing neurons were conserved between fish and annelids, suggesting that these peptidergic cell types had been established before the deuterostome-protostome split (26) . Our work provides markers to test whether sets of orthologous peptides define ancestral cell types with similarly conserved molecular coordinates (e.g., transcription factors and miRNA molecules). For instance, no TRH-like system has been studied in invertebrates, and we can speculate that, because the main function of TRH is to act on pituitary cells to release thyroid-stimulating hormone, TRHlike receptors may well be interesting markers to study ancient hormone-producing cells. We anticipate the existence of cells coexpressing TRHR and orthologs of mammalian glycoprotein hormones, which are known to occur in invertebrates.
Such orthology markers could also be used to compare neuronal microcircuits in distant animals. One salient feature of neuropeptide modulation, common to both vertebrates and invertebrates, is their role in gating and controlling the gain of sensory inputs (51, 52) . Stress can trigger analgesia in mammals, a state whereby opioids signal to suppress the response of nociceptive neurons to aversive stimuli, and starvation induces an internal hunger state in flies, where increased dopamine signaling affects the sensitivity of taste neurons to sugar (52) . One fascinating question will be to ask whether orthologous PSs perform gating on the same types of sensory neurons, such as mechanosensory, photo-, gustatory, or olfactory receptors. We found several examples of orthologous neuromodulatory systems in mammals and ecdysozoans that could be involved in orthologous circuits. Neuromodulation by noradrenaline in the mammalian brain and of tyramine and octopamine in the insect brain is responsible for the specification of an arousal state which sets off "flight or fight" behavioral responses (52) , whereas signaling of dopamine and NPY/NPF in mammals and ecdysozoans participates in defining robust hunger states that qualitatively affect the response to food stimuli (53) (54) (55) . Other examples of functional analogy between orthologous protostome and deuterostome PSs include the cholecystokinin/sulfakinin that are involved in satiety (22) in humans and worms, and GnRH and AKH that have analogous functions in reproduction in both humans and worms (20) . Two recent studies (43, 44) showed that a bona fide vasopressin system was present in C. elegans and that it might participate in ancient circuits that control adaptive reproductive behaviors.
Peptidergic neuromodulation may also influence the activity of other neuromodulatory centers. This hierarchical nature of neuronal circuits seems to be a common feature of both vertebrate and invertebrate neuronal circuits. Cholecystokinin and vasopressin are known to activate orexinergic neurons (56) , forming a neural circuit that is essential to maintain sleep and energy homeostasis. It will be interesting to see whether orexin neurons in protostome models interact in the same way with protostome homologs of these neuropeptides. Also, Kiss1 peptide is a hypothalamic peptide that is thought to regulate the activity of GnRH neurons (57) . With our annotations we can interrogate whether GnRH neurons coexpress KissR to see whether this Kiss1-GnRH interaction is a conserved feature of peptidergic neuronal circuits of the bilaterian brain. Recognition of these PS homologies sets the stage for future studies on the conservation of peptidergic neuronal circuits' architecture coordinating complex behavior in the bilaterian brain.
Taken together our results lend further support to the theory that the urbilaterian was an animal with a sophisticated physiology and nervous system, capable of integrating complex sensory information. We believe that some of these newly established homologies will provide the scientific community with markers to study ancestral cell types, yield insights into the fundamental functions of vertebrate peptidergic systems, and offer training data for computational biologists interested in the interaction between peptides and their receptors.
Methods
Genomes Investigated. Rhodopsin-like receptors and their peptides were searched for in the genomes (Fig. S4) of the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum (58), the fruitfly D. melanogaster (23, 59) , one crustacean, Daphnia pulex (60), one nematode, C. elegans (61), two lophotrochozoans, the pond snail L.gigantea and C. teleta (62), two ambulacrarians, the sea urchin S. purpuratus (63) and the acorn worm S. kowalevskii, four chordates, the tunicate Ciona intestinalis (64), the amphioxus Branchiostoma floridae (65), the fish Takifugu rubripes (66), and Homo sapiens (67, 68) . To better support the analysis, we partially included some genomic sequences from another nematode, Pristionchus pacificus (69), a tunicate, Ciona savignyi (70) , and an insect, Acyrthosiphon pisum (71). We were also interested in annotating the neuropeptide GPCRs from the Lamprey Petromyzon marinus, whose genome was recently sequenced (72) . The results of our receptor analysis that included lamprey and zebrafish gene models can be downloaded from http://neuroevo. org/phylogenetic_trees/receptors/.
Phylogenetic Analysis of Bilaterian pGPCRs. GPCRs are seven transmembrane proteins that form a recognizable set of proteins that can be readily aligned (3) . The first step of our study consisted of drawing a complete list of potential peptide GPCRs (pGPCRs) from each of the species considered. We first collected known human pGPCRs protein sequences from the UniProt database (73), including orphan GPCRs predicted to have peptide ligands (117 proteins). For each of the species sampled, we BLASTed these pGPCR sequences against full proteome sets from the Ensembl, JGI, Ghost (C. intestinalis), and BCM databases (Fig. 1) . Reciprocal Basic Local Alignment SearchTool (BLAST) scores of human pGPCRs versus each proteome were then used to cluster pGPCR sequences through a single-linkage clustering algorithm. This procedure was applied for all species considered (Fig. 1) and resulted each time in three lists of about 50-60, 5-20, and 10-15 sequences respectively corresponding to separate groupings of β and γ rhodopsin-like receptors (rGPCRs) and secretin GPCRs (sGPCRs), consistent with the standard classification of human GPCRs (3).
We next built phylogenetic trees (74) for each of the three lists and identified sequences that formed clusters with vertebrate pGPCRs using Dendroscope (75) . Selected sequences were then recursively added to the list of human pGPCRs (Fig. 1) to form three large lists of 582 β rGPCRs, 165 γ rGPCRs, and 148 sGPCRs. Pan-bilaterian alignments were then created using Muscle (76) and curated with a custom-made script, which filters out highly variable sites. Phylogenetic trees of β rGPCRs, γ rGPCRs, and sGPCRs were produced using both maximum likelihood (30) and Bayesian methods (29) .
Phylogenetic Tree Inference. For obtaining maximum likelihood trees with PhyML, the following parameters were used: LG as the substitution matrix (77), both Subtree Pruning and Regrafting and Nearest Neighbor Interchange for topological moves, and a number of discrete gamma rate categories equal to 4. Bayesian analysis were conducted with mixed amino acid (aamodelpr = mixed) and discrete gamma rates (rates = gamma) models. Two separate chains were launched starting from the maximum likelihood tree output from PhyML perturbed by 100 operations, and were stopped after 1 million generations. The 50% majority rule was used to produce final consensus trees. BSVs were generated using likelihood ratio tests (Shimodaira-Hasegawa-like procedure) implemented in PhyML (78), nonparametric bootstrapping (500 replicates) (79) , and Bayesian posterior probability inference (29) .
Strategy for Discovery of Ancestral Bilaterian Peptide Precursors. Conservation between homologous peptide precursor sequences from different phyla (e.g., nematodes versus arthropods) is usually restricted to very few amino acids in the peptide region that are buried inside larger precursors. As a result, standard phylogenomics approaches are not applicable to study the evolution of peptide hormone genes. Instead we used a different approach. To obtain peptide precursor sequences candidates in bilaterian animals we screened lists of predicted genes and EST using a modified version of the PPH1 algorithm described in (31) where the scores used to rank precursor candidates are the expected density of cleavage inside a precursor (80) . For each species we screened the top 500 candidate sequences for the presence of short conserved motifs often found at the C-terminal end of known vertebrate and arthropod-type peptides such as PRxG[KR]R for pyrokinins and neuromedins and R[FY]G[KR]R for RF-amides. Cleavage sites predicted by the HMM were checked with NeuroPred (81), a tool dedicated to prohormone cleavage site prediction. Alignments of homologous precursors were then built in a multistep trial-and-error process, gradually integrating or discarding these motif-containing candidate precursor sequences. Often the general structure of orthologous peptide precursor genes was found to be conserved in bilaterian sequences, such as the position of the peptide inside the precursor and the overall length of the precursor. In several interesting cases, including for bilaterian AVPs and ATs, protostomian luqin and SIF-amides, for chordate ghrelin/motilin and d-NPS, we noted regions of similarity outside the peptide region, suggesting unique conserved domains that reinforced our orthology hypotheses (Dataset S1). To measure the similarity between peptides we used a distance derived from the String alignment kernel from ref. Motif logos were drawn using the sequence logo generator tool (83) , trees were visualized with FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/), and alignments with Jalview (84) . Figures showing alignments were prepared with GeneDoc (www.psc.edu/biomed/genedoc).
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